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I Economic Impacts of Deregulated Telecommunication Industry in India I 

ABSTRACT 

There is an indisputable trend towards deregulated 

and liberalised telecom markets which is welcomed by almost 

every individual and corporation. The rapid growth in 

telecommunication is fuelled by several interacting factors. 

Telecommunication has an unquestionably important role in the 

development of societies. It brings many benefits with few 

negative effects. The availability of a well developed 

telecommunications infrastructure offering quality services at 

reasonable prices is a key requisite for economic development. 

The case for deregulation is based on the realisation that 

communication sector is a vital engine of development and 

economic growth in other sectors of Indian economy. A limitation 

on growth in many country has been the lack of capital. By 

encouraging competition and opening up for private ownership, 

telecommunication operation become attractive business 

opportunities for capital investors. 



si 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the recent years, there is an indisputable trend towards 

deregulated and liberalised Telecommunication markets which is 

welcomed by every individual and corporation. Deregulation can b e 

defined as the removal of legal restrictions or obligations previously 

inhibiting the organisation. "The removal of regulatory resource 

allocation". In a deregulated environment the citizen is free to follow 

his or her desires. However the degree of legal constraints depends on 

whether it is partial or full deregulation. There is also a misconception 

between the terms deregulation and privatisation. The former is a 

reduction in regulations and the later is just a process of selling a state 

owned enterprise to private individuals and firms. 

Three years ago, the Indian government has expressed its 

intention to allow private corporations to offer telecommunication 

services . Telecommunication infrastructure plays a vital role in Indian 

economy. Telecommunication services directly affect living standards. 

(Formby 1990 : 306) 
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They make an important contribution to national output in their own 

right and also are crucial to the international competitiveness of Indian 

businesses. The cost and quality of telecommunication services has a 

significant impact on the contribution to business, to the economic 

growth and employment. It is therefore important that the 

telecommunication services are delivered as efficiently as possible. 

The purpose of this paper is to give an insight into deregulation 

of telecommunication and examines its economic impact in India. The 

information required for this study was taken from journals, published 

books, magazines and from online database. The latest development in 

telecommunication deregulation in different parts of the world has been 

accessed and analysed for the study. 

After analysing the deregulated telecommunication market, the 

research paper shows that Telecommunication has an unquestionably 

important role in the development of societies. The quality and quantity 

of existing telecommunication plays a central role in economic 

development of a country. Deregulated telecommunication promotes 

competition and enhances the efficiency of its access. 
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The study of this paper is constructed in four chapters. The 

second chapter is the Review of related literature. Firstly it reviews the 

reasons for deregulation. Secondly World Telecommunication 

Development Conference and its study group proposed reforms in the 

industry. Lastly the Global Information Infrastructure. The third 

chapter is Analysis and Evaluation of deregulating telecommunication 

industry and its economic implications in India. The last chapter consist 

with summary and conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 

2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the various reasons for 

deregulating telecommunication industry in the world. Also an analysis 

of world telecommunication development conference recommendations 

and the policy towards global information infrastructure has been 

discussed. 

2.1 REASON'S FOR DEREGULATION 

There are various reasons to Deregulate an industry. The most 

important reason is socio economic maturation. As living standards rise, 

people are no longer satisfied with values forced on them by business or 

power that be. They want more independence and variety. When it 

comes to consumption, it is consumers who understand best what they 

need. That is why the business community place so much emphasis on 

customer satisfaction. Deregulation is thus part and parcel of the same 

"customer satisfaction" idea 2  

2(KATSUSHIGE 1994 : 1) 
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The second reason for deregulation is that India finds itself in 

the midst of vast changes domestically and internationally. Companies 

are being asked to show more self dependence, instead of "me - too" 

strategies that seek conformity, they must be able to say "this is what 

we make and you'll find it nowhere else."3  

The third reason is the most effective tool to change the 

country, to change the government and to change the people for the 

better. Deregulation will reduce the price differential between prices 

prevailing in India and those outside the country. Deregulation will 

create new businesses. Also deregulation will lift the protection's 

accorded to unproductive businesses, which are now protected b y 

government controls or regulations. When these protection's are lifted 

they will have to be stronger and competitive. This will contribute to the 

future vitalisation and revitalising of the economy and stimulating 

growth in the Indian economy4  

The fourth reason is deregulation will be useful in helping to 

promote political reform. Every one knows regulation has given 

3(DR. SINGH 1994:1 

4( BO LANDIN 1995 : 3) 
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politicians good opportunities for making money. Deregulation will cut 

down this kind of political suppression. Deregulation will make the 

political influence smaller and slimmer. It also reduces the number of 

bureaucrats and ministers. "The deregulation will assure us of a truly 

affluent society and will assure us of a vigorous economic society."5  

The fifth reason is the impact of technological change on the 

provision of service. This is particularly true in telecommunication 

industry. In telecommunications, the advent of computers, satellites, 

fibber optics, digital switching and new forms of wireless 

communications has had a dramatic impact on customer usage patterns. 

The traditional distinction between local and long distance telephone 

service is fast disappearing. Comparable changes are taking place on the 

international scene as the conventional separation between local, 

national and global communications is being eroded6. 

The sixth factor is the poor performance of the established 

firm in telecommunication. Demonstrating something less than superior 

planning and responsiveness to changing markets. For example AT&T 

had the advantage of vertical integration and virtually complete control 

5(MASAYA MIYOSHI 1995 1) 

6( BO LANDIN 1995:2) 



over the domestic communications market. But it failed to exploit Bell 

Lab's inventions of the transistor in 1947. It also failed to take the 

initiative in developing microwave transmission for long distance 

communications7 . 

The seventh reason is there has been a general loss of 

consumer confidence in the ability of government (Commission) to 

protect captive customers. As a consequence, customer advocates turned 

to the promotion of competition8 . 

The eighth factor promoting departures from traditional 

regulation has been the emergence of large customer seeking to exercise 

monopsonistic power. For example in U.S. the interstate 

telecommunications, the 80-20 rule holds that 80 percent of business 

revenues comes from twenty percent of business customers. To enhance 

the ability of these users the industry gave more special discounts. 

When the utilities have excess capacity the monopsony power of these 

groups will be even greater9. 

7( HARRY M. TREBING 1995 : 401) 

8(HARRY M. TREBING 1995 : 402) 

9( HARRY M.TREBING 1995 :402) 
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Finally regulatory agencies and their supporters have been less 

than successful in establishing public acceptance of a new role for social 

control in the face of changing market structures. A highly vocal, 

politically active group of neoclassical economists has built up strong 

arguments purporting to show that the substitution of competitive 

markets for regulation will promote efficiency'°. 

2.2 WORLD TELECOMMUNICATION DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE 

In March 1994 the World Telecommunication Development 

Conference set up two Study Groups to develop in detail during the 

period 1995-1999. The Study groups were asked to address a number 

of priority problems related to the institutional, technical, commercial, 

regulatory and economic evolution of the telecommunication sector. The 

Conference had requested Study Groups to synthesise available 

information on the role of telecommunications in the social and economic 

development of countries and quantify the economic benefits of 

integrating telecommunications in the overall development plans' 1  

Four areas have been identified by the Support Group for 

10( ABDUL M. Y. 1995 91) 

11 NETSCAPE@ HTTP://WWW.ITU.CH/ITU  DOC/ITU-D/WTDC/PRESS/ITU944E-E-8 185.TXT 
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possible reforms by Governments and Telecommunication 

Administrations. They are, structure of the telecom sector, regulatory 

framework, general policies and financing. Four reforms are proposed 

with a view to stimulating investments, increasing operating efficiency, 

broadening the supply of services and improving service 

quality. The Support Group drafted a resolution on telecommunication 

policies and strategies which embodies these four areas and provides 

guidelines for implementing telecommunication development policies. 

2.2.1 STRUCTURE OF THE SECTOR 

The separation of the postal and telecommunication 

Deregulation will eliminate inefficient business. It will encourage 

imports. Increase of imports will eliminate the inefficient business. The 

reduction of price differential between foreign nations and India will 

realise increase in real income and real production. On services in order 

for their respective policies to be more specific to the requirements of 

each branch. Separation of the regulatory and operational functions for 

a more efficient management based on customer needs and more cost-

effective services. Creation of a regulatory body to ensure objectivity 

and transparency of decisions. Regulating the sector for the development 

and impartial supervision of competition rules. Provision of financial and 



management independence to operators to enable them to develop 

commercial policies adapted to market requirements. 

2.2.2 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

In establishing a telecommunication policy the draft resolution 

calls for a clear and consistent regulatory framework to ensure, on a 

stable basis, the long-term development of the sector while facilitating 

technological innovation, infrastructure modernisation, service 

diversification and improved quality of service. Such framework would 

also enable the provision of basic services in rural and remote areas at a 

reasonable price. Also allows sufficient flexibility to adapt to 

technological and commercial changes for the growing market 

segmentation. 

2.2.3 GENERAL POLICIES 

The proposed general telecommunication development policy 

rests on six principles. First of all access to all basic telecommunication 

services at a reasonable charge should be ensured. While harmonised 

development of networks and services should aim at reducing regional 

disparities and at improving network interoperability worldwide. The 
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introduction of advanced technologies should also be encouraged to 

develop new services capable of meeting the requirements of the 

economic sector and gradually moving to cost-based tariffs. A right mix 

of advanced technologies such as satellite, cellular telephone systems 

etc, could also be used to offer services in rural areas at an acceptable 

price. Tariff reforms would on the other hand generate increased 

revenues, foster further investment, and stimulate greater 

competitivity. To achieve these objectives the draft resolution 

emphasises the possible benefits that can be derived from opening up to 

competition of certain markets such as valued-added services, terminal 

equipment and new technology-based services. But it also recognises the 

desirability of maintaining a certain balance between an all-competitive 

market and monopoly of some services. It also highlights the need for 

the development of local equipment industries. 

2.2.4 FINANCING 

To meet the considerable investment needs it is proposed that, 

when considering the possible financing policies such as Official 

Development Assistance (ODA) or Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) schemes. 

For example to take account of factors such as the status of the operator 

(state-owned enterprise, publicly, jointly or privately owned), its degree 

11 



of access to multilateral, bilateral and private sources of financing, 

regulatory framework, tariff policies and pricing regulation and the 

degree of liberalisation in foreign investments (restriction on foreign 

ownership, repatriation of profits, exchange control). 

2.3 GLOBAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 

Many of the problems that face telecommunication policy-

makers today are fundamentally global, rather than national or regional 

in nature. Let us take three examples: 

By the end of this decade we could see the development of global 

mobile satellite services offering personal communication services to 

handhold receivers anywhere in the world. The promise of this 

technology is that it makes any locality potentially accessible to the 

global telecommunication network. But at the same time it raises issues 

of global co-ordination, co-operation and competition that have not 

previously been faced. 

A second major policy issue is the reform of the accounting rate 

process. Accounting rate payments provide an important source of 

income to some of the developing countries but they also tend to keep 

telephone charges to end users high and they can act as a disincentive 

to economic efficiency. The challenge here is to reform the system while 

12 



maintaining the vital flow of investment funds to assist network 

development. 

(c) Thirdly, the liberalisation of international trade in services, the rise 

of foreign direct investment and the creation of inter-firm alliances 

have created a new set of global players in the international 

telecommunications market with revenues that are greater than those 

of many of the smaller nation states' 2  

Globalisation brings a new set of challenges to the system of 

inter-governmental regulation which has evolved for international 

telecommunications and radio communications. One of the clear 

messages from the World Telecommunication Development Report is 

that most of the middle income developing countries are now in a 

position to attract investments on the commercial market and to self-

finance their remaining needs. The 1980s and early 1990s have been a 

period of unparalleled experimentation with different policies and 

different ways of structuring the telecommunication sector. Even among 

the industrialised nations, no two countries have followed the same path 

or moved at the same pace. While there are certain elements which are 

recognised to be important such as competition, market liberalisation, 

private sector participation, regulation, universal service the exact mix 

12EVA  KALMAN 1994: 62 
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of these ingredients will vary considerably between countries. So, it is 

important to listen with open minds concerning the industry's successes 

and failures of the past decade. This is the only way in which we can 

genuinely learn from one another and avoid repeating each other's 

mistakes. 

The Indian Government has recognised that in an information 

driven world access to information and communication technologies are 

essential to India's economic and social development. Therefore it 

considered telecommunications development to be among country's 

highest priorities. The Rao's administration has articulated four 

principles for developing India's National Information Infrastructure. 

These principles are: 

Encouraging private investment 

Promoting competition 

Creating flexible regulatory framework that can keep pace 

with rapid technological and market changes and 

Ensuring universal service 13  

13W.ATHUL 1994 :17 
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2.3.1 ENCOURAGING PRIVATE INVESTMENT & COMPETITION 

Taken together private investment and competition from the 

foundation for the development of Indian National Information 

Infrastructure as well the Global Information infrastructure. The 

ultimate success of both initiatives depends on the participation of the 

private sector. Increased private sector participation at the national 

level will speed telecommunications development and enhance 

competition". It will also make the telecommunications sector more 

efficient and innovative globally. In the international community, 

developed and developing countries alike also are recognising that 

private investment and competition are crucial to telecommunications 

development. 

2.3.2 PROMOTING REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

The Indian administration believes that only a flexible 

regulatory environment capable of promoting competition, investment, 

innovation and consumer interests will on a technology neutral basis 

14 AL GORE Inaugural speech at the International Telecommunication Union World Telecommunication Development 

conference (March 21,94) 
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encourage private sector investment and optimise open market 

initiatives'5 . The Indian government therefore believes in regulating the 

framework of telecommunications. Earlier this year the government has 

announced the three members of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India(TRAI) which consisted of a retired Supreme Court judge, a 

professor and an accountant. It also has planned to amend The Indian 

Telegraph Act of 1885 in the coming parliament session. It plans to 

shift the powers of the government to the TRAI. The TRAI will b e 

determining tariff, monitoring excess charges and revenue sharing 

between operators, settling disputes between operators and protecting 

consumer rights. However the TRAI will not grant licences to operate 

because the government retains this right nor the TRAI interfere with 

the government's power to wire tap under special circumstances. 

2.3.3 ENSURING UNIVERSAL SERVICE 

The Indian government considers it critical that 

telecommunications not be solely available to the haves of the world. 

Although the definition of universal service may vary from country to 

country. The Indian administration has a vision for India that it will 

make essential services available at affordable prices to persons of all 

15 RISHAB AIYER GHOSH 1995 : 2 
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income levels, regardless of geographic location, disability or other 

restrictions. To promote a truly Global Information Infrastructure, 

universal service goals must ensure that the infrastructure and the 

services it transmits are available to all members of society'6 . 

16PHILIP P. 1995 : 23 
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3. ANALYSIS OF DEREGULATED INDUSTRIES 

The crux of this paper is on deregulation of Telecommunication 

industry and its economic implications in India. The new economic 

policy adopted by the Government aims at improving India's 

competitiveness in the global market and rapid growth of exports. 

Telecommunication services of world class quality are necessary for the 

success of this policy. Therefore it is necessary to give the highest 

priority to the development of telecom services in the country. In a 

constantly changing world, one which is taking giant strides towards 

out-and-out liberalisation, it is difficult to imagine any development 

without the support of telecommunications'17  

Telecommunications can offer in promoting economic, social 

and cultural development. The challenge before the government is to 

ensure that telecommunications remains a central concern to policy-

makers. For example in Argentina, it sets of what can be achieved in a 

short space of time if there is a common commitment between the State, 

17AL GORE 1994 WTDC 
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the banks and private firms to improving the level of telecommunication 

networks and services. Through a process of sector reform, 

privatisation, market liberalisation, the adoption of new technologies 

and a commitment to infrastructure investment, Argentina has 

succeeded in transforming its telecommunication services sector. In its 

first two years, some 600,000 new lines have been installed at a growth 

rate which has been one of the highest in the world. This has been 

achieved by a substantial rise in the level of investment which now 

stands at more than US $1.2 billion per year or around 50 per cent of 

revenues. Both the State and its new partners have benefited from this 

reform in terms of higher taxes and higher profits. The 

telecommunication sector in Argentina is in the forefront of economy-

wide reforms which have given the country one of the highest rates of 

economic growth in the region. Even we can see that rural areas and 

other issues of social interest are not being neglected in this process'8  

The development gap between advanced industrialised 

countries and developing countries is still very much in evidence. For 

instance, the 24 advanced industrialised democracies of the EID 

account for 70 per cent of global telephone mainlines, 80 per cent of 

service revenues, and 90 per cent of mobile phone subscribers. Even 

18 DR PEKKA TARJANNE 1994 : WTDC 
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though they are home to just 16 per cent of the world's population. 

More than two-thirds of households around the world still have no 

telephone'9 . While discussing the problems of the telecommunications 

development gap, it is all too easy to assume that this is an issue that 

mainly affects the developing countries. Certainly it is the developing 

countries themselves that must play the major role in changing the 

situation through the establishment of new regulatory frameworks, 

through sector reform and through accelerated investment programmes. 

But the development gap is a problem which affects every one in the 

world. The Brandt Report argues that the best way to fight 

unemployment and sluggish growth in the rich west was by stimulating 

economic demand in the East20. This argument is even more relevant 

today. Narrowing the telecommunications development gap requires a 

global approach which recognises the inter-dependent nature of the 

modern world. Nevertheless, the telecommunications development gap 

is narrowing, however at a much slower rate than had been hoped. 

Since 1984, more than 200 million lines have been installed 

across the world21. Many of the larger developing countries such as 

China, Egypt, India, Indonesia and Pakistan are now emerging as major 

19 DR. PEKKA TARJANNE 1994 : WTDC 

20AL GORE 1994 : WTDC 



telecommunication markets and are attracting high levels of investment. 

Some of the smaller ones such as Burkina Faso, the Maldives and Nepal 

have also sustained double digit network growth rates over the last 

decade22. For Example, four countries from different parts of the world 

which have been particularly successful in promoting growth. Botswana, 

Chile, the Republic of Korea and Turkey. There is no blueprint for 

success but there are certain common elements which are essential and 

which can be adopted by most developing countries, provided there is 

sufficient political will. 

There is a great disparity between the developed and the 

developing countries in access to telecommunications facilities and 

services. The gap in service availability between the urban and rural 

areas in those countries is even more astounding. The most effective 

way of enhancing overall national development entails the elimination 

of the tremendous imbalance between rural and urban populations in 

terms of living conditions, education and other socio-economic elements. 

The Integrated Rural Development (IRD) concept covers all human 

activities in the rural environment and is based on the concerted 

development of all sectors such as agriculture, education, transportation, 

21 DR. PEKKA TARJANNE 1994 : WTDC 

22TELEPHONY 1995 :74 
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health care, etc. A key factor for IRD is represented by efficient 

telecommunication infrastructure which will foster some degree of rural 

entrepreneurship. Rather than attempting to provide telephone lines to 

a certain percentage of individuals in rural and remote areas, rural 

telecommunication development programmes could aim at providing 

access to telematics services for whole communities at strategic 

locations. The proposed programme would focus on the development of 

Community Telecommunication Service Centres (CTSCs), supporting 

small and medium local enterprises, teleworking, teletraining, public 

administration, remote access to health care (telemedicine), etc. These 

could be complemented with inexpensive public telephone booths as 

required. Such Community Telecentres could, for example be located in 

post or telegraph offices where they can serve a population of some 

10,000. Cooperation with postal services may therefore be appropriate 

in many cases. The concept of Community Telecentres has for some time 

been successfully tried out in rural areas of Europe, North America, 

Japan and Australia23, which have certain characteristics in common 

with India. National, non-governmental CFSC associations and CISC 

International (which has assisted Brazil and other countries) may also be 

partners in a Indian programme for development of such centres. 

Concentrating telecommunication services to a focal point in the 

23 DR. PEKKA TARJANNE 1994: WTDC 
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community would stimulate local enterprise and increase the demand 

for telecom services. Furthermore, it would contribute to developing the 

huge potential markets of rural populations in India for suppliers and 

service providers. For example satellite and radio communication service 

providers are potential partners in the pilot projects which would 

contribute to developing the market. Other stockholders in industrialised 

countries include the suppliers of VSAT terminals and other terminal 

equipment required in the Community Telecentres, as well as suppliers 

of low cost communication equipment for rural telecommunications. 

3.1 CURRENT SITUATION IN INDIA 

Realising this the Indian Government has introduced a new 

National Telecom Policy in Parliament on 13 May 1994. The main 

objectives of the New Telecom Policy will be as follows: 

The focus of the Telecom Policy shall be telecommunication for all 

and telecommunication within the reach of all. This means ensuring the 

availability of telephone on demand as early as possible. 

To achieve universal services, covering all villages as early as 

possible. The expression universal service is the provision of access to all 

people for certain basic telecom services at affordable and reasonable 

prices. 
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The quality of telecom services should be of world standard. Removal 

of consumer complaints, dispute resolution and public interface will 

receive special attention. 

The defence and security interests of the country will be protected24. 

The present telephone density in India is about 0.8 per 

hundred persons as against the world average of Ten persons. It is also 

lower than that of many developing countries of Asia like China(1.7), 

Pakistan(2), Malaysia(13) etc. There are about eight million lines with a 

waiting list of about 2.5 million. Nearly hundred and forty thousand 

villages (out of a total of 576,490 villages in the country) are covered by 

telephone services. There are more than Hundred thousand Public call 

offices in the urban areas. 

After the recent growth of the economy and the reassessed 

demand, government has revised its Villth five year plan targets as 

follows: 

Telephone should be available on demand by 1997 

All villages should be covered by 1997 

In the urban areas a PCO should be provided for every five hundred 

24  HINDU 1994 :22 
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persons by 1997 

(d) All value added services available internationally should be 

introduced in India to raise the telecom services in India to standards 25  

The rapid acceleration of telecom services visualised above 

would require supplementing the resources allocated to this sector in 

the VIII Plan. The total demand (working connection + waiting list) 

showed a rise of nearly 50% from 7.03 million on 1/4/92 to 10.5 million 

by 1/4/94 over three years period. If the demand grows at the same 

rate for the next three years, then it would touch about 15.8 million by 

1/4/97. The actual rate of growth is likely to be higher as the economy 

is expected to grow at a faster pace. Achieving the target of giving 

telephone on demand by 1997 would thus imply releasing about 10 

million connections during the VIII Plan as against existing target of 7.5 

million. Release of 2.5 million additional lines alone would require extra 

resources to the tune of Rs. 117.5 billion at a unit cost of 43,000 per line 

at 1993- 94 prices. To this must be added the requirement on account of 

additional rural connections of Rs. 40 billion. Even with the 

comparatively modest targets of the VIII Plan as originally fixed there 

is a resource gap of Rs. 75 billion. The additional resources required to 

achieve the revised targets would be well over Rs. 230 billion26. Clearly 

25 NETSCAPE 

26 NETSCAPE@HTFP://WWW.PI17.EDUIMALHOTHRA/INDIA.HTM#INDTECH 
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this is beyond the capacity of Government funding and internal 

generation of resources. Private investment and association of the 

private sector would be needed in a big way to bridge the resource gap. 

Private initiative would be used to complement the departmental efforts 

to raise additional resources through increased internal generation and 

adopting innovative means like leasing, deferred payments etc. 

3.2 ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

The communication can be treated as commodity and as a 

resource. It is important to note that rapid advances in communication 

technology have made it possible to transmit knowledge from one 

country to another. The deregulated market promotes competition. For 

example, with the break-up of AT&T in 1982 and the introduction of 

competition in the U.S. long distance market had decreased aproximately 

sixty percent of its prices27. Already the competition has began in the 

Indian telecommunication industry. Various multi-national companies 

have ventured there business in India. The pressure for these 

developments have come not from the consumer market but from 

business itself. The competition enhances the efficiency of 

telecommunication industry. For example in Chile prior to deregulation 

27  G.J. KOVACH 1994 :275 
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the number of main telephone lines increased at a rate of 7.5 percent 

per year. Since deregulation the number of main telephone lines 

increased at a rate of 25 percent per year. The United Kingdom also has 

indicated that the introduction of competition has increased the number 

of households using telephone service from 78 percent in 1984 to 90 

percent in 199428.  New entry of firms plays an important role in 

reducing inefficiency. 

A recent study completed by the WEFA Group, a economic 

forecasting company in Bala Cynwyd, Pa., projects that full and 

immediate telecom competition would bring an increase of 3.4 million 

jobs and a gross domestic product increase beyond normal growth of 

$298 billion to the U.S. by 2005. These positive economic results would 

be due to the Bell regional holding companies entry into manufacturing. 

It will result in more productivity and additional jobs. The GDP would 

increase from a projected $5.5 trillion during 1995 to $7.3 trillion by 

year 2005. This is a compound annual growth rate of 2.9% over the ten 

year period. Employment is expected to increase from 134.8 million 

during 1995 to 138.2 million by the year 2005 as the result of 

immediate reform. Increased personal income leads to more consumer 

spending and investment. This economic development could be less if 

28J.M. HAMMOND 1994 12 
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reform doesn't take effect immediately. Delay would also negatively 

impact the GDP. If competition is enacted fully and immediately, 

consumers will save $110 billion in cable and $333 billion in long 

distance rates by the year 200529.  

The deregulated telecommunication industry is very supportive 

for the local equipment manufacturing industries. The Deregulation 

brings the price cut down to consumers. The deregulation has a major 

effect on pricing. In U.K. deregulated telecommunication industry has 

brought down prices sharply. In another example of post deregulation 

behaviour, Taylor & Taylor (1993) examined the impact of competition 

in the long distance telecommunications market in the United States. The 

prices of long distance services had decreased sharply and usage had 

grown ° 

The study is limited to the Telecommunication deregulation and 

its economic implications in India. Due to the restricted scope the study 

is focusing on Telephone services. Which is only one aspect of 

Telecommunication services. The research paper is not covering other 

related areas such as socio- political impacts and others. 

29T0M WILLIAMS 1995 :20 

30TELEPHONY 1995 :62 
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During the last two decades the demand for telecommunication 

and the available supply has continued to grow. In all countries of the 

world the telecommunication is treated as a public good. The efficiency 

of the market allocation depends on the structure and the functioning of 

the market. From a theoretical standpoint the superiority of the market 

compared to the administrative and centralised can be proved only if (a) 

the market is perfectly competitive, (b) transaction and enforcement 

cost are nil and (c) the information is perfect and the environment is 

certain. The efficiency of the system depends on the regulator's ability 

to reproduce users, individual decisions and to centralise information 

needed for the market simulation. The quality and quantity of existing 

telecommunication also plays a central role in economic development, 

the quality of life and the labour force. The recent attempts to reform 

the telecommunication industry in India gives an excellent opportunity 

to re-examine the existing license fee system and to propose new 

approaches. The Indian government must keep working to make 
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deregulation happen. The government should keep a close eye on 

progress in implementing the program and on the steps towards 

reviewing and strengthening its provisions. Secondly the government 

should cultivate support for deregulation among the public at large. 

Government efforts should include measures to demonstrate t h a t 

deregulation will reduce price differentials, it will spawn new business 

opportunities and it thus will generate employment. 

Telecommunication has an unquestionably important role in 

the development of societies. It brings many benefits, such as 

deregulation will eliminate inefficient business. It will encourage 

imports. Increase of imports will eliminate the inefficient business. The 

reduction of price differential between foreign nations and India will 

realise increase in real income and real production. But it will also have 

a few negative effects. Inevitably deregulation has its negative impact in 

the beginning. The availability of a well developed telecommunications 

infrastructure offering quality services at reasonable prices is a key 

requisite for economic development of India. A country with advanced 

telecommunication will allow its domestic industries to improve their 

international competitiveness and thereby add to the nation's economic 

growth. 
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